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GERMAN GENEALOGY 

UNEXPECTED THINGS CEMETERIES CAN TEACH YOU ABOUT GERMANY 
Just 15 kilometres away another set of legendary brothers are buried: Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm -

the Grimm Brotb,ers. Born just a year apart in the mid 1780s, their linguistic field work and collection 

of folktales from all across German-speaking regions have given them permanent residency in the 

collective cultural psyche and has given them life after death. 

To continue Germany's strong literary foundations in its capital, you'll find the graves of Theodor 

Fontane and Bertolt Brecht in the city centre. 

In Weimar you can discover the friendship between two literary giants that has stretched from life 

into death; the coffins of Goethe and Schiller lie peacefully side by side. Unfortunately, this epic 

display of eternal friendship isn't quite as poetic as it initially seems - Schiller's coffin was emptied 

after modern testing discovered the remains didn't belong to him. 

Within just an hour and a half, you can visit the graves of the man who revolutionized Christianity 

across Europe and the man who famously said: "God is dead". 

But Martin Luther and Friedrich Nietzsche are just a reminder that what we achieve in our lifetimes: 

our philosophies, stories and actions, form our essence which is kept alive through history, while 

our bodies will rot and become food for worms whether we did good or bad; our decomposing 

bodies signify our human equality. 

The dead became political pawns in a colder state of affairs across Germany 

There are a number of eerie things about German cemeteries, not least the occasional bullet marks 

engraved deep into a tombstone like an epilogue to the epitaph. War and Germany are two words 

which definitely share a troubling history and graveyards are one place this comes to light. 

During the Second World War, Germany suffered heavy bombing from the allied forces. This 

bombing not only took the lives of many living and breathing German citizens, but the rest places of 

the German dead were also destroyed; entire cemeteries lay in ruins never to be put back together. 

When the Soviets arrived in Germany, the active battle on the city streets resulted in more damage 

to the tombstones. 

But this isn't the only war Germany's graveyards hold in their memories. ln 1961 the Soviets erected 

a wall to separate East and West Berlin. Families were divided and so were the dead. The Wall cut 

directly through a number of pre-existing cemeteries. 

The Second Sophia Cemetery and the small St. Elizabeth Cemetery across the road were two 

victims of the Wall. Part of each cemetery was t rapped, isolated in No Man's Land. 


